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Abstract 

Over the last years, vestibular-evoked myogenic potentials (VEMPs) have been established as 

clinical tests of otolith function. Complementary to the cervical VEMPs, which assess mainly 

saccular function, ocular VEMPs (oVEMPs) test predominantly utricular otolith function. 

oVEMPs are elicited either with air-conducted (AC) sound or bone-conducted (BC) skull 

vibration and are recorded from beneath the eyes during up-gaze. They assess the vestibulo-

ocular reflex and are a crossed excitatory response originating from the inferior oblique eye 

muscle. Enlarged oVEMPs have proven to be sensitive for screening of superior canal 

dehiscence, while absent oVEMPs indicate a loss of superior vestibular nerve otolith function, 

often seen in vestibular neuritis or vestibular Schwannoma. 
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Introduction 

 

What are oVEMPs? 

 

Vestibular evoked myogenic potentials (VEMPs) are vestibular-dependent reflexes thought to 

originate in the otolith organs - the saccule and utricle - and recorded from the extraocular and 

cervical muscles.  To elicit these reflexes, the vestibular organs are stimulated with short 

bursts of loud air-conducted (AC) sound or bone-conducted (BC) skull vibration and muscle 

activity is recorded from surface electrodes placed over or near the respective muscles.  

Cervical VEMPs recorded from the neck muscles (cVEMPs) were first described 20 years 

ago [1] and have since become a widely used test of saccular otolith function.  The ocular 

VEMP (oVEMP) is a more recently-described reflex [2,3], which is thought to reflect 

predominantly utricular otolith function and can be understood as part of the vestibulo-ocular 

reflex (VOR).  The VOR eye movements evoked by vestibular stimulation with sound or 

vibration are very small, but are produced by highly synchronous bursts of muscle activity 

which can be recorded by surface electrodes placed near the eyes [3,4].   

 

Although a variety of oVEMPs can be recorded from around the eyes under different 

stimulation and recording conditions, the most clinically-relevant oVEMP is recorded from 

beneath the eyes during up-gaze.  Under these conditions, the oVEMP is large [5,6] and 

highly lateralized, being larger on the side contralateral to the stimulated ear [7,8], important 

factors which contribute to its clinical utility.  The lateralization of the reflex is significant as 

the largest oVEMPs are usually recorded using BC stimulation of the skull, which activates 

the vestibular receptors in both ears simultaneously.  The contralateral dominance means that 

in patients with unilateral vestibular loss the oVEMP will be absent or attenuated on the side 

opposite the lesion, revealing the side of the deficit [8]. oVEMPs evoked by AC stimulation 

are also larger and more prevalent on the contralateral side.  

 

The oVEMP consists of a series of waves, beginning with a negativity with peak latency of 

about 10 ms (n10) and a positivity at ~15 ms (p15) (Figure 1).  Needle recordings from within 

the inferior extraocular muscles have shown that the n10-p15 response originates in the 

inferior oblique (IO) muscle [9].  Weber et al. recently recorded single motor unit activity 

from the IO muscle during oVEMP stimulation and showed an excitation at about 10 ms, 

similar to the clinical oVEMP recorded during up-gaze, indicating that the primary origin of 

the oVEMP is the IO muscle [9,10].  

 

oVEMPs are considered a test of utricular function for two main reasons.  First, evidence 

from animal studies suggests that otolith afferents are preferentially activated by sound and 

vibration [11,12].  Second, patients with vestibular neuritis that appears to selectively affect 

the superior vestibular nerve typically have absent oVEMPs, suggesting that the reflex 

depends upon this nerve portion [13-16]. The superior vestibular nerve contains all utricular 

afferents, but only a small portion of saccular afferents.  Together this evidence implies that 

oVEMPs reflect predominantly utricular function.  Contributions from semicircular canal 

afferents cannot be ruled out [12], but are assumed to be small, and a role for the saccule in 

oVEMPs in some conditions has not been excluded to date.  

 

oVEMPs can be evoked by a variety of AC and BC stimuli, such as square waves, sine waves 

and tendon hammer taps.  The advantages of BC stimulation are that it does not rely on the 

middle ear for transmission to the vestibule and it produces larger and more reliable oVEMPs. 

oVEMPs can be recorded in patients of all ages, including the elderly [17] and children [18], 

but become smaller and less prevalent with increasing age [19-23]. For oVEMPs evoked by 
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BC stimulation, the effects of age are greater for square waves and sine waves [24,17,20,23] 

compared to tendon hammer taps and low-frequency pulses [20,25]. Age is a greater problem 

for oVEMPs evoked by AC sound, as they are generally smaller than those evoked by BC 

stimulation.  The decline with age leads to a high rate of absent responses in older normal 

subjects [21,22], reducing the clinical utility of the reflex when evoked by AC sound.  The 

false positive rate for BC oVEMPs is much lower, although skull vibration can be variable 

and does not always produce robust responses.  For this reason BC vibration is probably the 

better stimulus, though it may be less sensitive in detecting superior canal dehiscence (SCD) 

[26]. Due to the systematic effects of age and stimulus parameters on oVEMP amplitudes and 

latencies, patients should ideally be compared to normal age-matched controls tested under 

the same stimulus and recording conditions.  

 

Clinical application of oVEMPs 

 

In the clinic, the oVEMP can be used like other vestibular function tests: to aid diagnosis, test 

the extent of a lesion or monitor disease progression or recovery.  An advantage of oVEMPs 

over the main existing test of otolith function, subjective visual vertical/horizontal (SVV/H), 

is that the reflex remains abnormal even after central compensation has occurred.  It is also 

more practical than eccentric rotation [27].  The oVEMP is best interpreted in light of other 

vestibular test results, and interpreted with caution when an oVEMP abnormality is the sole 

positive result, as false positives may be more common than isolated otolith abnormalities.  

Audiometric results are additionally important for interpreting AC oVEMPs, as conductive 

hearing loss can reduce or abolish the reflex.  

 

Interpretation of oVEMP test abnormalities is generally similar to the cVEMP: an absent or 

attenuated reflex suggests loss of function, but does not indicate the specific cause, while an 

abnormally large reflex usually suggests the presence of a ‘third mobile window’ in the 

labyrinth, such as that caused by SCD.  The range of normal amplitude values is large and 

extends down to zero, and thus amplitude alone is not always reliable in detecting vestibular 

loss.  Instead, as responses are reasonably symmetric in normal subjects, comparison of the 

two sides can reveal significant asymmetry, with the abnormality usually on the smaller side, 

except in the less common cases of vestibular hyperfunction.  An abnormality usually 

indicates a peripheral vestibular problem, but disorders affecting central vestibulo-ocular 

pathways can also affect the oVEMP.  Latency prolongation with normal amplitude can also 

be associated with vestibular abnormalities, but is a less common finding associated primarily 

with diseases affecting nerve conduction along the VOR pathway, such as multiple sclerosis.  

 

While many factors can have small attenuating effects on oVEMP amplitude, such as fatigue, 

alcohol intoxication or nystagmus, the reflex is generally very robust and not abolished by 

these conditions as long as a sufficient degree of gaze elevation is maintained during the test 

[28,29].  The procedure is short and does not elicit nausea, but requires some cooperation, 

such as elevation of the eyes and relaxation of the face without excessive blinking.  It can 

therefore be performed in both the acute and chronic stages of vestibular illness, as long as the 

patient is well enough to look upwards and tolerate testing. 

 

oVEMPs in Typical Vestibular Diseases 

 

Superior Canal Dehiscence (SCD) 

 

Dehiscence of the superior semicircular canal (SCD) leads to sound- or pressure-induced 

vertigo via a third mobile window in the labyrinth [30]. Subjects usually complain of 
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distinctive symptoms like autophony (loud perception of their own voice), as well as vertigo 

and oscillopsia induced by loud sounds at certain frequencies. The altered mechanical 

properties of the labyrinth lead to AC oVEMPs with high amplitudes and low thresholds 

[26,31-35], while low cVEMP thresholds have long been used in SCD diagnosis.  

 

AC oVEMPs provide the best separation between normal subjects and patients with SCD 

[26,33], and the reflex normalizes after successful corrective surgery [35]. On average, 

oVEMPs show a 10-fold increase in n10 amplitude with little overlap with the normal range 

[26], though due to age effects patients should always be compared to age-matched normal 

controls [36]. The AC oVEMP has sensitivity and specificity of close to 100% depending on 

the stimuli and use of age-matched controls. BC stimulation also produces enhanced oVEMPs 

[31], though the separation between patients and controls is not always successful using BC 

vibration over the forehead (at Fz) [35]. In contrast, stimulation at the vertex (Cz) produces 

large oVEMPs in patients and very small responses in normal subjects [31,37]. 

 

SCD also produces characteristic changes in frequency tuning [37,36,38]. Normal oVEMPs 

and cVEMPs have tuning curves with optimal responses between about 400 and 1000 Hz to 

AC and between 100 and 250 Hz to BC [36,39-41]. In contrast, patients with SCD have much 

wider amplitude and threshold tuning curves [36,42,38]: AC oVEMP curves tend to shift 

upwards, while AC cVEMP curves tend to shift downwards [36]. Using a stimulus which 

only elicits a response in SCD patients, but not in normal subjects, is therefore a potential 

diagnostic tool [43].  

 

oVEMPs may also be enlarged in symptomatic patients with ‘near-dehiscence’, as confirmed 

by thinning, but not frank dehiscence, of the bone roof over the superior semicircular canal at 

surgery [44]. Similarly, oVEMPs have proven to be useful for detecting patients with other 

related third mobile window labyrinth disorders, such as lateral and posterior semicircular 

canal dehiscence or large vestibular aqueduct syndrome [30,45]. These patients, too, show 

oVEMP normalization after successful surgery. 

 

 

Vestibular Neuritis 

 

Vestibular neuritis is characterised by acute onset of rotational vertigo and postural imbalance 

and is accompanied by spontaneous nystagmus, nausea or vomiting caused by loss of 

peripheral vestibular function [46]. Measurement of head impulses now makes it possible to 

test all three semicircular canals individually, especially since the introduction of the video 

head impulse test [47].  This has shown that in most cases of VN, afferents from both 

vestibular nerve portions are affected, or those from the superior nerve alone are affected 

[48,49]. Rarely, VN involves only the inferior nerve division, as shown by isolated posterior 

canal deficits [48,50,49]. 

  

oVEMPs are usually abnormal in VN, regardless of whether AC or BC stimuli are used 

[13,14,51,16,52,15,53]. The oVEMP abnormalities are most often associated with deficits in 

superior nerve horizontal and anterior canal fibres, and so these studies provide evidence that 

oVEMPs are probably mediated by superior nerve otolith fibres (which are mainly utricular), 

at least for the stimuli that have been tested thus far. In contrast, early studies showed that AC 

cVEMPs are usually normal in VN [54], providing supportive evidence that the AC cVEMP 

is produced by inferior nerve saccular afferents. This suggests that by using oVEMPs, AC 

cVEMPs and head impulses, we can test all five vestibular sub-organs individually.  
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A recent prospective study found that 55% of cases were combined superior and inferior VN, 

while 40% were superior VN (as defined by pathological oVEMPs, anterior canal and/or 

horizontal canal vHIT), and 5% were inferior VN (as defined by pathological cVEMPs and/or 

posterior canal vHIT) [49]. The deficits were often patchy, suggesting that the disease can be 

restricted to isolated parts of the inner ear. For example, selective VN affecting the lateral and 

superior semicircular canals has been described, based on the video head impulse test, absent 

calorics, but preserved oVEMPs and cVEMPs [55]. In the rare cases of VN where only the 

inferior division was involved, a reversed pattern of spared oVEMPs and affected cVEMPs 

was found [50]. Similarly, some patients with idiopathic sudden hearing loss also suffer from 

vertigo, suggesting involvement of the inferior division of the vestibular nerve, which is 

connected to the cochlear division via an anastomosis. In these patients, too, cVEMPs are 

more often affected than oVEMPs [56].   

 

Magluilo et al. found that pathological oVEMPs in VN, suggesting utricular involvement, 

indicated a less favourable outcome with patients experiencing persisting vestibular 

symptoms at 3-month follow-up [49]. Similarly, Adamec et al. evaluated the recovery of 

patients after VN with VEMPs [57]. About 60% of their patients showed an improvement of 

AC oVEMPs after 6 months, while they found no change in cVEMPs. From a clinical 

perspective, the patients without oVEMP recovery, suggesting permanent utricular damage, 

had worse outcomes.  Accordingly, oVEMP recovery could potentially predict favourable 

outcome in patients with superior VN. 

 

 

Benign Paroxysmal Positional Vertigo 

 

Benign paroxysmal positional vertigo (BPPV) is characterized by brief episodes of rotational 

vertigo, typically triggered by a change in head position with respect to gravity [58]. The 

vertigo is caused by detached otoconia, which most often enter the posterior semicircular 

canal. Because of the anatomical connection to the semicircular canals, it has been assumed 

that the dislodged otoconia probably originate from the utricle rather than the saccule. Recent 

studies in patients with BPPV have found higher rates of abnormality for the oVEMP than the 

cVEMP, which is largely normal in BPPV, supporting this hypothesis [59-63].  

 

 

Vestibular Schwannoma 

 

Vestibular Schwannoma (VS) are benign tumors, which preferentially affect the inferior 

vestibular division of the vestibulocochlear nerve. Reliable monitoring of these usually slow-

growing tumors is important, as ‘watchful waiting’ may be an appropriate strategy in some 

patients [64]. Along with measures of canal function, both oVEMPs and cVEMPs are often 

attenuated or absent in patients with tumors affecting the vestibular nerve or cerebellopontine 

angle [65-69]. Chiarovano at al. evaluated the clinical utility of VEMPs in patients with non-

operated VS [65]. They found that BC oVEMPs were abnormal in 68% of the patients, while 

AC cVEMPs were abnormal in 65%, and the oVEMP was the only abnormal test in some of 

the patients. Similarly, Kinoshita et al. found that BC oVEMPs were abnormal in 69% of 

patients, and there was a significant correlation with caloric irrigation results, reflecting 

involvement of the superior vestibular nerve [66], similar to previous studies [69]. Lin et al. 

found that, in contrast to audiometry, oVEMPs and cVEMPs were significant predictors of 

tumor size [67], with tumors above 2 cm more likely to be associated with absent responses. 

Su et al. investigated the utility of oVEMPs and cVEMPs evoked by BC stimulation in 
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diagnosing cerebellopontine angle meningioma and VS [68]. oVEMPs and cVEMPs had 

similar high rates of abnormality in the two diseases (above 80%).   

 

 

Menière’s Disease 

 

The diagnosis of Menière’s disease (MD) is currently based on clinical grounds, according to 

defined clinical criteria including recurrent attacks of spontaneous vertigo, hearing loss and 

tinnitus [70]. The disease fluctuates over time, with recurrent attacks and periods of 

quiescence, as well as permanent vestibular and hearing loss over time. In addition, there is 

considerable overlap with migraine [71]. In this context, the utility of oVEMPs has been 

investigated to help diagnose and classify MD patients. 

 

Patients with MD have higher rates of attenuated or absent oVEMPs than normal subjects, 

increasing with advancing disease [72,73]. Winters et al. examined AC oVEMPs in MD 

patients [74], and found lower response rates with smaller amplitudes and higher thresholds 

compared to normal subjects. Interestingly, this effect was observed not only in the affected, 

but to a lesser extent also in the clinically unaffected ears. In contrast, BC oVEMPs show 

comparatively low rates of abnormality when recorded between attacks [75]. Taylor et al. 

compared AC and BC stimuli and found that the AC oVEMP was the most sensitive reflex, 

followed by the AC cVEMP, while BC oVEMPs and cVEMPs were less commonly affected. 

The same order of test abnormalities was found by Huang et al., who set out to localize 

hydrops formation in MD patients using oVEMPs, cVEMPs, audiometry and caloric 

irrigation [72]. From this finding the authors concluded that the order of loss may reflect the 

declining frequency of hydrops formation in temporal bone studies of MD patients (cochlea > 

saccule  > utricle > semicircular canals)[76]. According to the anatomy of the labyrinth, MD 

may therefore affect the pars inferior (i.e. saccule and cochlea) more frequently than the pars 

superior (i.e. utricle and semicircular canals), consistent with anatomical studies.  

 

Similar to cVEMPs [77], oVEMPs can also be augmented in MD [75,73,78].  Wen et al. 

recruited unilateral MD patients with either augmented or reduced oVEMPs (asymmetry >40 

and <100%) in response to BC vibration [78], and found that augmented oVEMPs were seen 

more frequently in patients with early stage MD. Augmented responses might also be more 

likely when recorded during an attack. Manzari et al. found larger BC oVEMPs in patients 

with early MD during an acute attack compared to a quiescent period between attacks [75].   

 

In order to distinguish patients with MD from normal subjects, tuning characteristics of the 

oVEMP stimulus frequency have attracted considerable attention. Compared to normal 

subjects, who have highest AC oVEMP amplitudes and lowest thresholds in response to tone 

bursts around 500 Hz [41,79], in MD patients the optimal stimulus frequency is shifted 

upwards to 1000 Hz [80,79,81]. At 500Hz, the oVEMP response rates are lower, amplitudes 

smaller, and thresholds higher than in subjects without MD [81,80]. This is similar to the 

pattern found for cVEMPs, which have previously been known to show altered tuning in MD 

[82]. Jerin et al. exploited this tuning effect by suggesting a 500Hz/1000Hz oVEMP 

amplitude ratio as a supportive indicator of MD [83]. In patients with definite MD, as defined 

by visualization of endolymphatic hydrops in MRI, they found significantly lower 

500Hz/1000Hz amplitude ratios.  

 

 

 

Vestibular Migraine 
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The overlap of signs and symptoms between vestibular migraine (VM) and MD has been well 

recognized in the literature [84]. Taylor et al. sought to disentangle the two diseases using 

VEMPs [79], and found that VM patients were indistinguishable from control subjects. A 

combination of test parameters, including the 500Hz/1000Hz cVEMP amplitude ratio, 500 Hz 

AC cVEMP asymmetry ratio and caloric testing differentiated MD from VM with sensitivity 

of 90% and specificity of 70%, compared to the caloric test alone with sensitivity of 75%. 

Similarly, Zuniga et al. found that 500 Hz AC oVEMPs were normal in VM patients and 

smaller in patients with MD, however, segregation of the two diseases occurred at the group, 

but not individual level [71]. 

 

 

Central Vestibular Disorders 

 

Lesions in the brainstem may affect the crossed otolith-ocular pathways of oVEMPs, as well 

as the uncrossed otolith-spinal pathways of cVEMPs [85]. Studies in patients with acute 

brainstem lesions [86] and internuclear ophthalmoplegia (INO) [87,88,86] caused by stroke 

and multiple sclerosis (MS) suggest that the oVEMP pathways course along the medial 

longitudinal fasciculus (MLF) through the dorsomedial brainstem. The circuit remains 

functional independent of the cerebellum, as oVEMPs and cVEMPs tend to be preserved in 

isolated cerebellar lesions, but are often abolished in cerebellar lesions involving the 

brainstem [89].  

 

Multiple sclerosis can cause not only abolished VEMPs, but also significant latency 

prolongation, as expected from the process of demyelination [85]. Therefore oVEMPs may be 

helpful to assess brainstem involvement in patients with MS [90-93], in particular of the 

MLF, which often becomes symptomatic as INO in these patients [87,88]. Gabelic et al. 

measured AC oVEMPs and cVEMPs in MS patients and found that patients with symptoms 

of brainstem involvement were more likely to show VEMP abnormalities than those without 

brainstem symptoms [91]. Therefore oVEMPs are likely to complement other evoked 

potentials in MS, like auditory brainstem responses, and may also detect silent lesions, though 

their comparative sensitivity is not yet known.  

 

 

Conclusions 

 

Considerable research efforts have led to better understanding of oVEMP physiology and 

pathophysiology over the last years. With the typical stimulation and recording conditions 

used clinically, the underlying crossed reflex pathway has been shown to originate mainly in 

the superior vestibular nerve and thus provide a test of predominantly utricular function. The 

myogenic origin in the contralateral inferior oblique extraocular muscle has now been well 

established. As only little additional technical equipment is necessary, the test has made a 

successful transition from bench to bedside, and oVEMPs have become part of the test 

ensemble in most large balance centers.  
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Table: Key Points 

 

• The oVEMP is a crossed excitatory reflex: originating mainly in the utricle, and 

coursing along the superior vestibular nerve to the contralateral inferior oblique 

eye muscle.  

 

• Enlarged AC oVEMPs are an excellent screening parameter for superior canal 

dehiscence, with little overlap to normals. 

 

• oVEMPs are helpful for diagnosing vestibular neuritis, indicating superior nerve 

otolith involvement. 

 

• oVEMPs may be a useful monitoring tool for vestibular Schwannoma. 

 

 

Figure Legend 

 

Ocular vestibular evoked potentials in response to bone-conducted (BC) vibration and air-

conducted (AC) sound. (A) Example of a patient with advanced left Menière’s disease (MD) 

compared to a normal volunteer. Midline BC vibration of the forehead, which activates both 

ears, elicits a negative-positive (n10-p15) oVEMP underneath the left eye, originating from 

the healthy right ear. The oVEMP underneath the right eye, originating from the affected left 

ear, is abolished (shown by the black cross). (B) Example of a patient with left superior canal 

dehiscence (SCD). AC stimulation of the left SCD ear elicits a large oVEMP underneath the 

contralateral right eye. The same stimulus in a normal subject elicits a regular oVEMP on the 

right side. Note the reduced gain in part B to display the large SCD response. 
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References of Importance 

•  Of importance 

•• Of major importance 

 

[9] • Based on simultaneous needle and surface recordings, the study identified the inferior 

oblique as the eye muscle of origin of the oVEMP. The study for the first time characterized 

the single motor unit activity in human eye muscles during the vestibulo-ocular reflex. 

 

[18] • This group has shown that oVEMPs can also successfully be recorded in children. 

 

[26] •• The study identified oVEMPs in response to air-conducted sound as the best single-

step screening test parameter for superior canal dehiscence. 

 

[36] •• The authors carefully investigated the tuning characteristics of patients with superior 

canal dehiscence compared to normal subjects. Superior canal dehiscence led to a broadening 

of amplitude and threshold tuning curves. While AC oVEMPs tended to tune upwards, AC 

cVEMPs tended to tune downwards. 

 

[42] • This case report was the first to show broadened tuning curves for BC oVEMPs in 

patients with SCD. The tuning returned to normal following surgery. 

 

[43] • The study suggests oVEMPs with 4000 Hz AC or BC high-frequency stimulation as a 

specific indicator for superior canal dehiscence, which only elicits a response in patients with 

probable superior canal dehiscence, but not in normal subjects. 

 

[49] • This large study tested all three semicircular canals and both otoliths using vHIT and 

VEMPs. They confirmed the finding that VN more often affects the superior nerve or whole 

nerve rather than the inferior nerve, and showed that the deficits are often only patchy. 

 

[74] • This study compared amplitudes and thresholds of affected and unaffected ears in 

patients with different stages of MD. AC oVEMPs were nearly always present in normal 

control ears, and were smaller in the patients, especially in affected ears, but also on the 

unaffected side.  

 

[66] • The authors tested AC cVEMPs, AC and BC oVEMPs, and calorics in patients with 

vestibular Schwannoma. They found that the latter three tests correlated with each other, but 

not with the cVEMP, suggesting that both AC and BC oVEMPs are mediated by the superior 

vestibular nerve.  

 

[92] • The authors recorded AC oVEMPs and cVEMPs in patients with MS and found some 

cases of reflex absence and multiple cases of reflex delay, consistent with demyelination. The 

latencies were not significantly correlated with brainstem clinical or MRI findings, but were 

significantly related to disability score. 
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